How to cite items included in the Klamath Waters Digital Library

APA      MLA    Chicago

The Klamath Waters Digital Library includes electronic items of various formats: digitized monographs, images, and maps, which are available for public use. When materials from the Klamath Waters Digital Library are used, the source must be credited or cited. To make the citation process easier, a reference URL is included for each item in the record. This reference URL should be included in citations to provide the address of the source.

Regardless of a citation style or format, there are some guidelines that should be followed to create a usable and clear citation:

Each chosen citation style (APA, MLA, or Chicago) should be closely followed.
- As many elements as possible should be included in the citation for an easy recognition of the source.
The name of the database (in this case, the Klamath Waters Digital Library) should be included in every citation, as well as the exact date the digital library was accessed.

**APA Citation Style examples for representative items in the Klamath Waters Digital Library**
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**MLA Citation Style examples for representative items in the Klamath Waters Digital Library**
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Chicago Citation Style examples for representative items in the Klamath Waters Digital Library
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